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Abstract: Data collection process is one of the important aspects in the design consideration for future analysis in
wireless sensor networks. Energy consumption by parent node increases due to continuous forwarding of sensed data
from their respective child nodes especially in the tree based topology. Once the energy in the parent nodes was
completely drained off, some of the child nodes get isolated/ partitioned from the sink node. The proposed data
collection method involves deployment of multiple mobile robots whose responsibility is to collect the data from the
nodes whose energy is below the threshold value. Navigation of mobile robots to collect the data from partitioned
nodes usually achieved by time and location based strategies. In proposed hybrid scheduling, the navigation of mobile
robots scheduled by both the combination of time and location based approaches with multiple region scheduling. In
large network scenario, the mobile robot gets more burdens due to its more responsibilities to visit all partitioned nodes.
So the entire scenario is divided in to different regions and the deployment of multiple mobile robots is based on the
requirements. Therefore, the efficiency of sensed data collected by the base station or sink node from
partitioned/islanded WSN is improved doubly using multiple mobile robots. Through simulation under the environment
of NS-2 simulator, the results from various aspects show that proposed multiple mobile robots can improve the
performance of collecting the sensed data in large-scale sensing fields and also it improves the lifetime of the sensor
nodes.
Keywords: Multiple mobile robots, Wireless Sensor Network, Data collection process, Region Based approach, Hybrid Scheduling.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) mechanism is quite simply applicable to a variety of fields. It is based on smaller
nodes, radio transceiver, and battery. The wireless sensor networks perform function in autonomous manner in the
spatial field to get accurate values. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a relatively new application in the network
which provides high quality monitoring for large geographical areas with relatively inexpensive equipment. The
technology involves deploying a large number of small, inexpensive nodes over the area. Each node is equipped with
one or several sensors with a short range radio. The challenges in WSN include processing power, transmission
bandwidth, memory, battery etc. A sensor node needs to possess knowledge of its physical location in space. Location
awareness is not only needed when reporting the geographical origin of events, but is critical in many other aspects of
sensor networks as well. It can assist in routing in large scale sensor networks or be used to study the coverage
properties of the network. Based on the knowledge of their own location, a group of node can discover the direction of
the target movement and wakeup other nodes (which are in sleep mode to conserve power) to continue the tracking
task. Furthermore, any dynamic technique must take into account the low-power constraints that govern every aspect of
sensor networks. For the consideration of sensor network scenario which based on tree topology, the chid nodes
gathered the sensed information and forward it to the base station through the parent node. The tree topology is for
detail analysis about energy consumption by the nodes and data integration process.Energy depletion in parent node
leads to dead mode then their child nodes unable to communicate with sink. So, some group of sensor nodes
unexpectedly partition or left as island WSNs. Consequently, the sensed data collected by the partitioned/islanded
WSNs will be discarded; therefore, the base station collects only part of the sensed data, which are collected by those
sensor nodes seen by the base station. To alleviate this difficulty, a mobile robot (MR) is employed to assist in
collecting data in partitioned/islanded WSNs and to bring collected sensed data back to the sink. The locations of
partitioned/islanded WSNs are obtained by the global-based approach (GBA) and the local-based approach (LBA),
Reference [1]. The difference between these two control approaches is based on the threshold energy of the sensor node
that results in the partitioned/islanded WSN. GBA gives the indication of threshold of energy level breakdown, and
then it is followed by LBA once the energy is drained off and even there is no control message forward to the sink.
This indication can be issued to prolong the lifetime of a sensor node by shuttling the Mobile Robot (MR) to the desired
locations. MR is nothing but sensor node with mobility which having capability to collect the data from child nodes
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whose parent energy level is below the threshold value. Once the locations of the partitioned/islanded WSN are
determined, navigation strategies can be scheduled.
II.
PARTITIONED WSN
Consider the sensor network scenario with tree based topology which having one sink node/ base station with
four parent nodes. Each parent node having link to one or more child nodes as shown in figure 1.

Fig.1: Example of tree based WSN
In the above figure Node 0 is sink node and node 3, 8, 11, and 21 are parent nodes. Their corresponding child
nodes are shown through the link as shown in Fig 1. Consider energy of node 11 is drain off entirely which result in
partitioned WSN, node 11, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 are set of sensor nodes in partitioned WSNs. In partitioned network
sensed data from other nodes are temporary collected by previous node of the parent node. After mobile robot visit the
parent node, MR gets the gathering information from that pervious node of parent node in partitioned network. For
example consider partitioned network nodes 11, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. In this node 11 is dead node. So, sensed data
from 17, 18, 19 and 20 nodes are temporary collected by node 16 which is previous node of the parent node. After
mobile robot visit the node 11, MR gets the gathering information from node 16 in that partitioned network.
Furthermore, thresholds of energy of the senor node are defined by two factors named as near death node and death
node. Node 27 is mobile robot (MR). The radio range of sensor nodes 4 and 5 is shown in the above figure 1. Mobile
robots are navigated to the desired location by the sink node based on identifying partitioned/isolated locations. The
desired locations are obtained by the two approaches namely global based and local based approaches, Reference [1].
III.
SINGLE MOBILE ROBOT
Energy consumption by parent node increases due to continuous forwarding of sensed data from their respective
child nodes. Parent nodes like near death node and death nodes locations will be found with the help of GBA and LBA.
The partitioned WSNs can be identified without difficulty, and the related information, location, and time, can be
collected by the sink of the WSN. However, the status of sensor nodes in the WSN changes from time to time.
Navigation of mobile robot by three phases the initial phase, the collection phase, and the return phase. During the
initial phase, the MR needs to communicate with the sink to gather sensed information, including geographic locations
and time, of the death node and near death node, to determine which sensor node will be visited first, and to clear all
the sensed data that have been sent to the sink for a fresh run. During the collection phase, the MR will collect the
sensed data and control packets, as needed, from the local sinks.
When the control packets have been collected and updated, the information of the death node and near death node
will be stacked. During this phase, the MR will compute the next sensor node visit according to the pre-designated
navigation strategies, and whether the sensor nodes with the status of death node and near death node have been visited
yet. For example, during the initial phase, the sink knows only that the WSN has three partitioned WSNs, 3, 8, and 11.
Assuming that the first visiting partitioned WSN is 11, and partitioned WSNs 3 and 8 occurred while the MR was in the
collection phase, the MR will determine the next sensor node to visit after collecting the required information from the
local sink of 11. Thus, after re-computation by the MR, the partitioned WSN 3 will be visited next by the MR, etc. The
return phase indicates that the sink has collected sufficiently sensed data and control packets for returning to the sink.
During this phase, the sink will obtain the sensed data and information from the MR to update the death node and near
death node tables for the next run of the MR. With the information of the partitioned WSNs, the MR is applied as a
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mobile sink to the locations of the partitioned WSNs and collects sensed data and control packets to return to the sink.
In this section, navigation strategy is proposed hybrid scheduling which is combination of location-based scheduling
(LBS) and Time based scheduling (TBS).
A. Time-Based Scheduling
Time-based scheduling (TBS) is based on the time a node becomes the status of death node and near death node.
For example the MR will visit nodes given based on that death time as following
The death time of Node 3 = 13.514967 sec,
The death time of Node 8 = 11.667856 sec,
The death time of Node 11 = 14.64585 sec.
Fig. 1 shows that nodes 3, 8, and 11 are denoted as death node and the values of Death time for each node are in the
order of node 8 < node 3 < node11. Considering above death time of parent nodes, node 8 is first death node or going to
dead node (near death node) before node 3 and node 11. So, the mobile robot visit node 8 first and then MR visit node
3 and node 11 for data gathering process.
B. Location-Based Scheduling
In most situations, the distance between the death node and the sink of the WSN is considered. Thus, locationbased scheduling (LBS), based on the distance between the sink and the death node and near death node, is essential.
LBS is set to command the MR to visit the nearest the death node and near death node first to collect required
information. The Euclidean distance formula calculates the distance between the sink and the location of the death node
and near death node. For example, distance between sink and the dead node/near dead node as follows
Distance between sink and node (3) = 200,
Distance between sink and node (8) = 235,
Distance between sink and node (11) = 377,
Fig. 2 shows that the distances of nodes 3, 8 and 11 between the sink are in the order of distance (3) < distance (8) <
distance (11). Node 3 is less distance to the sink, when comparing distance between parent node and sink. So, the
mobile robot visit node 3 first and then MR visit node 8 and node 11 for data gathering process. The mobile robot
visiting parent nodes based on the priority of the distance.

Fig.2. Example of Location based scheduling that MR visits first dead node
Fig.2. shows that MR visits first dead node based on Location based scheduling. The distance between dead
node 3 and sink node 0 is 200 calculated by the Euclidean distance formula. Similarly, Fig.3 shows that MR visits
second dead node based on Location based scheduling.
The distance between dead node 8 and sink node 0 is 235 calculated by the Euclidean distance formula. After
visiting all dead nods finally MR reach sink and bring back the gathered data to sink node. Then next round again it
will find dead nodes and then MR visit partitioned nodes. Similarly MR gathering sensed information.
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Fig.3. Example of Location based scheduling that MR visits second dead node
IV.
MULTIPLE MOBILE ROBOT
Large scale network have more number of nodes with more dead nodes. Single mobile robot cannot manage
all death nodes. So we required multiple mobile robots for data collection process in large area network. Navigation of
multiple mobile robots is done by new proposed strategy called hybrid based approach. Hybrid Based Scheduling
(HBS) is combination of both TBS and LBS. If there is more number of nodes is failure in the network, multiple robots
used for separate partition in order to collect data. In this HBS module the mobile robot retrieves location of death node
from sink, based on the death nodes distances from sink the Mobile robots visit those partition dynamically. It will also
visit those partition based on distance between itself (MR) and death node. This HBS approach is combination of both
TBS and LBS with multiple mobile robots.
A. Region-Based Approach
Mobile robot is generated to collect the information from partitioned/isolated child nodes. Single mobile robot
navigation method is insufficient and may leads to increase the burden of MR for the large network scenario. To avoid
this deficiency multiple mobile robot can be used. In this approach two or more mobile robots are generated. For the
large network analysis, multiple mobile robot is effective but there may conflict that where to collect the data in the
available area. So the entire network is sub-divided in to regions in which mobile robots are allotted to collect data
from pre -defined regions. This method helps for multiple robots implementation by region based approach with hybrid
based scheduling (HBS).The regions are assigned based on available nodes in the network. Mobile Robots are
generated based on allocated regions.
Consider the network with one base station (sink) and many sensor nodes that are deployed in tree based
structure. Due to multiple mobile robots implementation the large scale sensor nodes are grouped into some regions
called AREAs. Sensor network is separated into 3 groups that are AREA A, AREA B, AREA C as shown in Fig 4.1 In
this method the time taken to reach the collected data from in death chid to the sink increases. In the region based
approach the multiple mobile robots are deployed per region to accumulate the sensed data from the parent nodes
whose threshold of energy is very low. For the consideration of fig 4.1 the entire region is formed in to 3 AREAs. So
here we required 3 mobile robots for data collection process. These mobile robots have high radio rang for contact
nearest mobile robot. So the sensed information passes through one mobile robot to another finally mobile robot which
is nearest of sink node bring back sensed data to sink node. The MR designed in such a way that it moves horizontally
across the network in straight path at both direction as shown in fig 4.2.
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Fig 4.1 sensor network which separated as three areas
The MR is dedicated to collect the data from the parent nodes whose threshold of energy is very low. The
collected data‘s from mobile robots forwarded to sink through another mobile robot which located before it. In this
AREAs there may be a chance to two MRs visit same dead node due to this region separation. So single AREA is
separated as 2 regions as shown in Fig 4.3. In Fig 4.3 MR 1 collects sensed data from REGION 1 and 2. Similarly MR
2 and 3 visit REGION 4 &5 and REGION 7&8 respectively. Here MR1 and MR 2 both may visit some nodes which
are between REGION 2 and REGION 4 (REGION 3) due to coverage of both robots. In REGION 3 nodes can be visit
by MR 1 (or) MR 2.
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Fig 4.2 mobile robot moving lines in corresponding sensor areas
If suppose MR 1 visit particular dead node in REGION 3 then it will inform to nearest MR (MR 2) to avoid
visit the same node by both MR 1 and MR 2. Similarly when MR 2 visit REGION 3 it inform vice versa. In Fig 4.3 red
line indicate the moving path of mobile robots (MRs). MR 1, MR 2, MR 3 covers for visit the dead nodes/near dead
nodes in the AREAs A, B, C respectively.
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Fig 4.3 shows totally 8 regions are available. Those regions are visit by various mobile robots (MRs). Some
regions may visit by more than one MR due to sharing of the regions. Type of region and mobile robots based on
sharing of region are given by the tables as follows.

MR 1

REGION 1
REGION 2

AREA A

REGION 3
REGION 4
REGION 5

MR 2

AREA B

MR 3

AREA C

REGION 6
REGION 7
REGION 8

Fig 4.3 Region based scheduling

Table 1: classifications of regions with mobile robots
Regions

Visiting Mobile
Robots
MR1
MR1
MR 1, MR 2
MR 2
MR 2
MR 2, MR 3
MR 3
MR 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Region Type
non shareable
non shareable
shareable
non shareable
non shareable
shareable
non shareable
non shareable

Based on our requirement we can modify the region shape. For example the sink is placed center of all sensor
nodes means we can separate the network in to n groups or ‗N‘ region. ‗N‘ denotes number of regions that based on
numbers of nodes. We need ‗N‘ number of mobile robots for visiting ‗N‘ regions. Consider the Fig 4.4. In this method
the entire network is split into 4 regions and 4 mobile robots are used to visit the partitioned network from their
corresponding region only. MR 1, MR 2, MR 3 and MR 4 visit the partitioned network in the REGION 1, REGION 2,
REGION 3 and REGION 4 respectively. Regions are separated by using angular method. Here total area is separated as
4 regions by using angular method (360 degree angle is separated into 4 region by the sink and we get the following 4
regions) as shown in figure 4.4.
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Fig 4.4 Angular based scheduling
V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

To observe the effectiveness of the control approaches and navigation strategies, first, the impact of navigation
strategies versus control approaches will be studied to have an overall understanding of the performance. The
performance index based on the delivery rate, distance travelled by the MR, overhead (in terms of control packet
transmitted), and sensed data transmitted will be conducted. Next, the execution time will be studied for the
effectiveness of the delivery rate of the GBA and the LBA for the three proposed navigation strategies, comparing with
MR assistance and without MR assistance. The various speeds of the MR will be conducted and analyzed. In addition,
the thresholds of the sensor nodes will be studied. Finally, the simulation results of the impact of the density of the
sensor node will be presented. For the comparison of the impact of different navigation strategies, the general
configuration of the setting is as follow:
• The simulation time is set to be 1500 sec. • The number of nodes is set to be 250, distributed randomly in a predefined sensor field.
• The near-death energy and the dead energy are set to be 3 J and 1 J, respectively.
• The speed of MR is set to be 5 m/s for general application.

Fig 5.1 simulation scenario in ns-2 for multiple mobile robots implementation
The simulation results of delivery rates based on the GBA and the LBA, respectively. Three scheduling strategies, TBS,
LBS and HBS presented. Due to the setting of the near-death node of the GBA, it is clear that the overall condition of
the WSN can be monitored by the sink. Here 3 MR visit the dead nodes based on the hybrid moving based scheduling
which combination of both Location based and Time based scheduling.
Distance between sink and node (3) = 256
Distance between sink and node (8) = 328
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Distance between sink and node (9) = 457
Distance between sink and node (11) = 441
Distance between sink and node (17) = 584
Distance between sink and node (21) = 166
Mobile robot data collection order based on HBS as follows
MR1 visits the node-3, 8
MR2 visits the node-9, 11
MR3 visits the node-17, 21.

Fig5.2 Throughput Comparison with single and multiple mobile robots

Delivery rate

When multiple mobile robots are used, the data collection process makes high throughput. When single mobile
robot is used for data collection, more energy is required for visiting partitioned network. Multiple mobile robots makes
high throughput. Lifetime of the partitioned network is improved by using multiple mobile robots.
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Fig 5.3 threshold of energy of the dead node vs data delivery rate
Delivery rate is decreased when energy reduced. Delivery rate is calculated for collecting sensed data by
single and multiple mobile robots.
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Figure 5.4 Distance with different navigation strategies
The mobile robot visits the partitioned network by moving. The travelling distance of the mobile robot is
calculated and it‘s compared with all techniques. The travelling distance of mobile robot in HBS method is lesser than
the other two techniques. So the efficiency of the data collection process is incensed in multiple mobile robot
implementations.
The comparison of navigation strategy is given in fig 5.5. The packet delivery ratio is calculated by the ratio
between data sensed by sink plus data sensed by mobile robot to that sensed data by all nodes. In HBS the packet
delivery for data collection is higher than other two techniques

Figure 5.5 Comparison of packet delivery ratio

VI.
CONCLUSION
Hybrid moving based scheduling strategy for data collection process is improved lifetime of the network. For
large coverage area and more number of nodes failure in the network, multiple mobile robots used for separate partition
in order to collect data. This multiple robot implementation is done by region based approach and angular based
algorithm. The performance of the proposed strategy is shown to have improved using multiple MR in a WSN. The
experimental results showed that the proposed algorithms the efficiency of sensed data collected by the base station in
partitioned/islanded WSN is improved doubly using multiple mobile robots. The proposed mobile robot data collection
is analyzed by using multiple mobile robots, in case of more number of node failures in large scale network.
A. Future Work
The clustering formation reduces the number of dead nodes in the partitioned network. The partitioned nodes
are converted to clustering after that the cluster head collects the sensed data to communicate with mobile robot. Due to
this process the numbers of dead nodes are decreased in the partitioned network.
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